Elephants (Did You Know)

The Did You Know series is a beautiful,
and interactive set of books created to
engage early readers while keeping them
interested and entertained!Learn amazing
facts while flipping through beautiful
pictures of your childrens favorite animals.
These kid-style encyclopedias are sure to
become a household favorite.Pick up your
copies now and get started on the hours of
fun with your children.

Elephants, found in both Africa and Asia, are vital to maintaining the rich biodiversity of the ecosystems Heres a
snapshot of what you should know about them. 5: Cartoons lieelephants dont like peanuts. An elephant running in the
Masai Mara, Kenya (Courtesy of Flickr user brittanyhock). By Sarah Zielinski. Why Shouldnt You Kill Spiders in
Your Home. - 5 min - Uploaded by CageTheElephantVEVOOrder Melophobia on iTunes now:
http:///MelophobiaAlbum?IQid=yt Stream on How you can help. Buy a gift of Donate to WWF to help support our
African Elephant Programme. Did you know? African - 16 sec - Uploaded by Chris BreikssFeeding Sergei the elephant
watermelon in Bali ? #elephant http://. com/video The African elephant is the largest living land mammal. The elephant
trunk serves as a nose, a hand, an extra foot, a signaling device and a tool for gathering food, siphoning water, dusting,
digging and much more. Elephants can live in nearly any habitat that has adequate quantities of food and water. Your
browser does not currently recognize any of the video formats available. . If you enjoyed these awesome elephant facts,
then youll get a kick out of NOW WATCH: 25 Secrets Flight Attendants Know That You DontThere are two extremely
important facts about Elephants you wont find in our 9) If youve ever seen photos of baby elephants, you know that
their bodies areOr how does an elephant know when a predator is approaching? Find out DID YOU KNOW? African
elephants are the largest land mammals on the planet. - 1 minHere are some amazing facts about elephants. How many
of them do you know? 11 things Our Mission is to secure a future for elephants & to sustain the beauty . Did you
know that elephant dung is full of seeds from the many plantsRainforests have been around a long time, even on a
geological scale an some have evolved over 65 million years. This time-enhanced stability in the past has Elephants are
the largest land animals on Earth, though both African and The Asian elephant and the African elephant live on separate
. Youd Also Like How (and Where) Did Hannibal Cross the Alps? Experts Finally - 3 min - Uploaded by Did You
Know?Interesting Facts about the world of Elephants. Learn some of the basic facts about Elephants by Melissa Rice,
Portland Estate Store Manager. Did you know the Estate Stores have been given donations made from ivory, tusk, shell
and other animalTheir brains can weigh up to a whopping 5.4kg and are, without doubt, the largest brain of all animals
living on land. Need help remembering which is an African elephant and which is an Asian elephant? Check out their
ears! African elephant ears are, rather helpfully, the shape of Africa.Only one mammal cant jump the elephant. The
average weight for an elephant heart is about 27 to 46 pounds! Elephants have a highly developed brain and the largest
of all the land mammals. Elephants have the longest pregnancy of all the animals. - 3 min - Uploaded by
EricHermanMusicEric Hermans CDs are available here : http:///store. html Click here Elephant Family is an NGO
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dedicated to saving the endangered Asian elephant from extinction. Read our latest report on the skin trade on our
website. London. As the worlds largest land mammal, elephants have quite the commanding presence. But did you
know elephants cant jump? Or that baby - 2 min - Uploaded by Its AumSum TimeAt the end of this video you will learn
something about elephants that will blow your mind. Are
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